String Theory 2

This image of strings looks out at me,
Conjuring thoughts about string theory,
Theoretical physics meeting the metaphysical,
Here fundamental truth we seek to reveal.

But let’s start with the basic element,
A string ties me to you like cement,
Connectivity’s a fundamental concept of being,
Us all tied together is what we are seeing.

So my initial string theory is connectivity,
A concept that fills me with creativity,
Working with the artist – writing to you,
Trying to keep you from becoming blue.

My second string theory comes from the Earth,
The beginning, the basis, the source of our birth,
Formed by the messages from DNA strings,
Connecting my self to all living beings.

And now we wade into theoretical physics,
A place that offers interesting visits,
String theory’s realm is the very small,
With string vibration at the base of it all.

Now imagine little spirits swinging on strings,
Imagine the excitement such fun brings,
And that excitement defines a universe,
Excitement at the center belongs in verse.

So string theory is really about spirits playing,
No need for equations, I’m just saying,  
Navigating my craft through fermians and bosons, 
This world is enthralling – I’m filled with emotions.

At Earth Church we try and understand science,  
But awe and knowledge are tied in alliance,  
We’ll join any tour to the metaphysical,  
As we celebrate life - the basic miracle.

So welcome to Earth Church  
Pull yourself up a pew  
Here the theory of strings,  
Ties us to you.